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Asset Management is core to the AXA Group
Focus on AXA IM’s positioning within the AXA Group,
a world leader in Financial Protection
Financial Strength Ratios

A Worldwide Presence

AA- (Standard & Poor’s), AA- (Fitch), Aa3 (Moody’s)*

No. 1 Insurance Brand*

€91 billion of revenues*

93 million clients*
214,000 professionals*
(employees and exclusive distributors)

€3,9 billion in underlying earnings*

Life & Savings

Property & Casualty

Asset
Management

International
Insurance

Banking and
Holdings

AXA Investment Managers
AUM = €528 bn**

The financial robustness and overall solidity of our parent - one of the rare financial players which
strongly withstood the crisis without any public financial support, coupled with its high expectations,
gives us a strong competitive edge
*Source: AXA Group, as at year-end 2010.
** At 31/03/2012.
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A multi-expert business model which enables us to offer our clients the
best of several worlds
 A large robust yet agile multi-expert organisation which
offers the most relevant products and services,
whatever the market cycle

€117 bn of assets*

€287 bn of assets*

ASSET LIABILITY MANAGEMENT

€41 bn of assets*

MULTI-ASSET INVESTMENTS

€83 bn of assets*

 Empowered teams of experts, focussed on their asset
class and committed to delivering investment
excellence
 Asset class-focussed expertises which can rely on the
support of transversal support teams, thereby enabling
AXA IM to afford best-in-class talents and set-ups and
meet the highest standards of service & execution:
– The Investment Strategy team

€25 bn of assets

€4 bn of assets

– The Responsible Investment team
– The Risk Management team

€16 bn of assets

€20 bn of assets

€41 bn of assets

€18 bn of assets

 Collaborative teams of experts working together to
create solution-driven value:
– Constant idea cross-fertilisation to discuss inter and intra
asset class issues across market cycles
– Creation and provision of tailored, multi-asset class
investment solutions

Our multi-expertise allows us to combine different management styles and
asset classes in order to devise tailored investment solutions
*As at 31/03/2012.
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Responsible Investment at AXA IM
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Key messages

Mid-career gap is a long-term
increasingly felt by companies

structural trend within the industry likely to be

Potential negative impacts range from increased safety

risks to costly

project delays
Not all companies are equal: those most exposed to particular
shortages and complex projects will be more at risk

More focus on training and human capital strategies
countries will help companies to cope
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regions of skill

towards developing

The “mid-career gap” is here to stay
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Why is it important? Safety risk & project costs
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How to gauge companies’ exposure to skill shortages
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Summary of exposure
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What can be done?

More emphasis on training than is currently done

Consistent & long-term partnerships

and funding with universities

More focus on attracting employees from attracting

employees from

developing countries

A clear and specific strategic
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plan to address the mid-career gap
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Thank you for your attention

Disclaimer
Some of the Information, estimates, forecasts or opinions contained in this document have been prepared by AXA Investment Managers in reliance on information
obtained from sources (including but not limited to national and international investment data services, markets etc.) which it believes in good faith to be reliable.
However AXA Investment Managers makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to, or assumes any liability responsibility for, the accuracy,
reliability or completeness of any information, so obtained and supplied, or any information, estimates, forecasts or opinions prepared on the basis of such
information. Furthermore, AXA Investment Managers shall not be under any obligation or assume any liability towards any person to update or correct any
inaccuracy or incompleteness of the information, estimates, forecasts or opinions prepared on the basis of such information. AXA Investment Managers shall not be
in any way responsible or assume any liability for any act or omission made by any person in reliance on this document or any information contained herein.
The information, estimates, forecasts or opinions supplied by AXA Investment Managers in this document are supplied at the request of the recipient, for your
private use and information, and for discussion purposes only and do not constitute and may not be used for the purposes of, an offer to sell or the solicitation of an
offer to buy nor shall there be any sale of units or shares issued by a fund managed or promoted by AXA Investment Managers in any jurisdiction in which such
offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful. The units or shares issued by a fund managed or promoted by AXA Investment Managers are offered or otherwise
made available only in accordance with available, applicable private placement or offering rules. The information supplied by AXA Investment Managers and
contained herein shall not be deemed to constitute investment advice and should not be relied upon as the basis for a decision to enter into a transaction or as the
basis for an investment in units or shares of units or shares issued by a fund managed or promoted by AXA Investment Managers as the same may not be suitable
or lawful for all investors. Prospective investors should (i) consult their financial, accounting, tax and legal advisors prior to any investment in units or shares issued
by a fund managed or promoted by AXA Investment Managers; and (ii) inform themselves as to (a) the appropriateness of said investment in Units (b) the legal
requirements within their own jurisdictions for the purchase or holding of said investment, (c) any foreign exchange restrictions which may affect them, and (d) the
income and other tax consequences which may apply in their own jurisdictions relevant to the purchase, holding or disposal of Units of the investments.
Important information:
Issued by AXA Investment Managers UK Limited, 7 Newgate St, London EC1A 7NX. Registered in England no. 01431068, a firm authorised and regulated by the
Financial Services Authority in the UK. AXA Investment Managers does not give investment advice to individual investors. Past performance is not an indication of
future performance. The value of investments can fall as well as rise and investors may not get back the full amount invested. Investors should read the Prospectus,
before investing and inform themselves of potential legal, tax, offering restrictions or exchange control requirements that may be encountered under local country
laws and regulations. AXA Investment Managers shall not be in any way responsible or assume liability for any act or omission made in reliance on this document,
or any information contained herein, which although it believes in good faith to have been reliable at the time, may be subject to change at any time.
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